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This summary of Touching The Void includes a complete plot overview This one-page guide includes a plot summary
and brief analysis of Touching The Void .

The next three days were an impossibly grueling ordeal for both men. How both men overcame the torments
of those harrowing days is an epic tale of fear, suffering, and survival, and a poignant testament to unshakable
courage and friendship. This was a very bad scenario, as Simpson was not only unable to climb the rope, but
Yates was stuck on soft snow which was likely to give way, most likely pulling them both to their deaths. Joe
says that the look is distant, as the look one gives a condemned animal that cannot be helped. Joe Simpson
describes crawling out of his tent early one morning from his campsite on the Cordillera Huayhuash in the
Peruvian Andes. Synopsis In , Simon Yates and Joe Simpson attempted to be the first to successfully ascent
the West Face of the 6, metre tall Siula Grande, located in the Peruvian Andes, taking an inexperienced
Richard Hawking to stay at 'base camp'. Shelves: biography , adventure , travel I never really understood what
there was to debate in the "big debate" surrounding Touching the Void. Yates and Hawking carried Simpson
back to the camp, where they tried to rebuild some of his strength. They made their descent with Yates h I
never really understood what there was to debate in the "big debate" surrounding Touching the Void.
Simpson, however, had survived the foot drop - landing on a small ledge just a few feet away from another
drop deeper into the crevasse. Simon continues back down with the guilt of having killed his friend. From this
point, Simpson went three days without food or drinking water, crawling and hopping the remaining five miles
back to base camp. Yates, suffering from exhaustion and hypothermia, dug himself a 'snow cave' to shelter
from the storm. In the hours that followed, darkness fell and a blizzard raged as Yates tried to lower his friend
to safety. Simpson managed to pull himself up this ledge, after crossing an unstable ledge of hollow ice. The
â€¦show more contentâ€¦ The subject of the book Touching The Void Is about three adventurers that climb a
mountain and have something go terribly wrong. Page 20 Joe and Richard reach the summit of the mountain
and on the descent Joe breaks his knee. With his seat about to disintegrate, no visual contact with Simpson or
the cliff, the weather getting worse, and the likelihood of both of them going over the cliff increasing with
every second that he tried to hold on, Yates made the only decision he could -- he cut the rope. They are roped
together on a one hundred, fifty foot rope. Joe undergoes a series of surgeries on his leg and within ten weeks
is again ready to climb. I've heard many people who love this book say that it is a triumph of the human spirit;
instead, I'd call it a triumph over human stupidity. Their hubris pushed them on, though, and they put
themselves in a situation that never should have been.


